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K-pop is a cultural product that features â€œvalues, identity and meanings that go beyond their strictly
commercial value.â€• It is characterized by a mixture of Western sounds and African influences (including
sounds from Hip-hop, R&B, Jazz, black pop, soul, funk, techno, disco, house, and Afrobeats) with an Asian
aspect of performance.
K-pop - Wikipedia
Hungary has made many contributions to the fields of folk, popular and classical music.Hungarian folk music
is a prominent part of the national identity and continues to play a major part in Hungarian music. It is also
strong in the Szabolcs-SzatmÃ¡r area and in the southwest part of Transdanubia.The BusÃ³jÃ¡rÃ¡s carnival in
MohÃ¡cs is a major Hungarian folk music event, formerly featuring the ...
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